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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 242
pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.This series has everything a kid could want, action,
adventure, excitement and Arthurian mystery! - Erik Weibel, This Kid Reviews Books (Erik is 12)The
wait is over! Book Two of this highly-rated fantasy series is now available. Venom of the Serpents
Cunning is the continuation of L. R. W. Lees well-received debut novel Blast of the Dragons Fury and
the next offering in this seven-book Andy Smithson allegorical, fantasy, adventure series for middle
graders. Eleven-year-old Andy Smithson returns to medieval Oomaldee to retrieve the second
ingredient needed to break a 500-year-old curse. But Imogenias spirit, bent on thwarting Andy to
preserve the curse, is now in league with the evil, scheming Abbadon. Things go from bad to worse
when a creature Abaddon, conjures through sorcery from the darkest magic steals the Stone of
Athanasia, the source of Hercalon Vs immortality, causing the king and his wizard Mermin to fall
gravely ill. Andy must now not only locate the second ingredient, but also retrieve the stone. Will he
succeed in battling his adversaries in time to save the KingLRW Lee has constructed...
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It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta  Thom pson-- Rosetta  Thom pson

It becomes an incredible publication that we actually have at any time read. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is actually the finest pdf i actually have read through within my personal life and might be he finest publication for actually.
-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel
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